Sensory signals originating from a single event, such as audiovisual speech, are 34 temporally correlated. Correlated signals are known to facilitate multisensory integration 35 and binding. We sought to further elucidate the nature of this relationship, hypothesizing 36 that multisensory perception will vary with the strength of audiovisual correlation. 37 Human participants detected near-threshold amplitude modulations in auditory and/or 38 visual stimuli. During audiovisual trials, the frequency and phase of auditory 39 modulations were varied, producing signals with a range of correlations. After 40 accounting for individual differences which likely reflect relative temporal processing 41 abilities of participants' auditory and visual systems, we found that multisensory 42 perception varied linearly with strength of correlation. Diffusion modelling confirmed this 43 and revealed that correlation is supplied to the decisional system as sensory evidence. 44 These data implicate correlation as an important cue in audiovisual feature integration 45 and binding and suggest correlational strength as an important factor for flexibility in 46 these processes.
). Behavioral performance in 10 of 12 participants was driven by 263 stimulus correlation. Non-significantly correlated data are represented in grey. only to predict choice and reaction times with sensory evidence based on stimulus 306 correlation, but also to measure participant phase shifts, providing converging evidence 307 (in conjunction with results provided above) of an internal phase shift of the 308 representation of the physical stimuli. incorporated the extra parameter for phase shift without compensation from other 320 parameters meant to index bias, decision style (conservative vs. liberal), and sensory 321 encoding/preparation. As evidence that the models were not simply adjusting other 322 parameters to adjust between models, we found that these parameters were strongly 323 correlated between models when accounting for phase shift using partial correlations (θ: 324 rho = 0.78, p = 0.0046; β: rho = 0.98, p = 7.67 × 10 -8 ; Tr: rho = 0.87, p = 0.00044). Using
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Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as a model selection metric, we found that most 326 participants' behavior was better described by the second model, in which the perceived 327 correlation, included as a phase shift parameter, drives the decision process.
328
Qualitatively, perceptual choice across conditions can be described as a dampening 329 oscillator with dampening increasing with Δ frequency, a pattern which is also apparent 330 in the model prediction of choice. Figure 4a can influence multisensory perception. They further showed that it is possible to explain 382 a number of multisensory phenomena based on a general correlation detection 383 mechanism (Parise and Ernst 2016).The findings presented in the current study provide 384 unique but additional support for the growing evidence implicating temporal correlation 385 as an important cue in multisensory processing.
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In the current work we extend this knowledge about multisensory temporal dependence on perceived correlation discussed above (rd' | φ') which yielded a score of 718 improvement (Δr). Because of the nature of the phase shift fitting process described 719 above, (rd' | φ') ≥ (rd' | φ0) with the difference growing to a maximum when φ = ±180° 720 even for data with no effect (random numbers). Therefore, we accounted for this 721 statistical effect by running a simulation where we computed the phase shift (same 722 process described in Figure 1e ) of 1000 matrices of random numbers. For each matrix, 723 we measured (rd' | φ') and (rd' | φ0) and subtracted them as above so that we had 1000 
